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Colorado Postgame quotes 
 
Colorado Coach Jon Embree 
On his team not giving up… 
“It’s a tremendous testament to them. We talked all week about the heart of the Buffalo and in our player meetings I 
talked to the guys about what our resolve needs to be, that I still believe in them and I knew we could do some good 
things still. It was just a great team effort.” 
 
On Jordan Webb’s play… 
“I though he did really well. I know he forced one early and he took a couple sacks we didn’t want him to take, but he 
just wants it so bad like everyone else…as the game wore on and the more comfortable he got, he had a good feel and a 
good rhythm, I thought he did well. He made some clutch passes and he saw things…he was real calm and cool and I’m 
proud of him.” 
 
On the passing game… 
“We (in the past) have always been a little out of sync, for whatever reason. But a lot of it (today) was Jordan feeling a 
little more comfortable with guys and who he’s throwing to and game situations. And then our receivers being better 
disciplined with their routes. It’s a complete unit when it comes to throwing the ball; it’s not just as easy as the 
quarterback and the receivers…but, again, at the end when we had to have it they stepped up.” 
 
Colorado Quarterback Jordan Webb 
On the fourth down play… 
“It was a pass-to-run option and we saw that the box was kind of thin, so we checked it to the run play like coach tells us 
and it worked out.” 
 
On the mood in the locker room… 
“I can’t think of a more positive mood…you can’t draw it up like it happened today. It was a great win, a dramatic one. 
So the locker room is definitely happy.” 
 
On bouncing back… 
“Coach always talks about having to move on to the next play, he said today’s probably not going to be perfect before 
we went out there, but he said it’s not about the mistakes you make, it’s about bouncing back from them. And that’s 
kind of my mentality, I like to sling the ball around and every once and awhile I make a bad play but I like to think I’ll 
come back and fix it.” 


